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ABSTRACT
A method is described that enables the use of lunar irradiance to obtain nighttime aerosol optical depth
(AOD) measurements using a small-aperture photometer. In this approach, the U.S. Geological Survey lunar
calibration system was utilized to provide high-precision lunar exoatmospheric spectral irradiance predictions
for a ground-based sensor location, and when combined with ground measurement viewing geometry, provided the column optical transmittance for retrievals of AOD. Automated multiwavelength lunar measurements were obtained using an unmodified Cimel-318 sunphotometer sensor to assess existing capabilities
and enhancements needed for day/night operation in NASA’s Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET).
Results show that even existing photometers can provide the ability for retrievals of aerosol optical depths at
night near full moon. With an additional photodetector signal-to-noise improvement of 10–100, routine use
over the bright half of the lunar phase and a much wider range of wavelengths and conditions can be achieved.
Although the lunar cycle is expected to limit the frequency of observations to 30%–40% compared to solar
measurements, nevertheless this is an attractive extension of AERONET capabilities.

1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols represent the greatest uncertainty in determining key questions in radiative energy
balance for climate change (Solomon et al. 2007) and
have important relationships to air quality (Pope et al.
2002), atmospheric chemistry (Andreae and Crutzen
1997), and cloud formation (Kaufman and Koren 2006).
Several satellite programs and their resultant data
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products provide the ability to study long-term aerosol
optical depth (AOD) characteristics on a global scale;
examples include the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (Remer et al. 2005), Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (Kahn et al. 2005), Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
Aerosol Smoke Product (Prados et al. 2007), Sea-viewing
Wide Field-of-view Sensor (Wang et al. 2000), and
Cloud-Aerosol lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observation (CALIPSO; Winker et al. 2007). Surfacebased measurement capabilities include the development
of photometers to provide columnar AOD measurements (Voltz 1959; Shaw and Deehr 1975; O’Neill and
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Miller 1984; Dutton et al. 1994) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) formation
of the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET), a worldwide network of photometers with over 300 partner sites
around the globe (Holben et al. 1998, 2001). AERONET
provides a mechanism for the standardization of instruments, calibration, and centralized processing of data
yielding a long-term, continuous, and readily accessible
public domain database of aerosol optical, microphysical,
and radiative properties for aerosol research, and characterization and validation of satellite retrievals (Chu
et al. 2002; Kaufman et al. 2001; Eck et al. 2009). With the
exception of active sensor measurements such as lidar
systems (Winker et al. 2007; Pappalardo et al. 2010;
Welton et al. 2001), large-scale global records of AOD
transmittance are limited to passive measurements relying on illumination from the sun. Consequently, nocturnal multiwavelength AOD records are limited in
scope, but nevertheless remain a subject of ongoing interest (Zhang et al. 2008). To better understand the
diurnal behavior of aerosols, preconvection, and prephotochemistry effects, and nocturnal mixing layer dynamics, nighttime AOD measurements are necessary.
In particular, high-latitude locations experience extended periods of darkness during winter, where nighttime AOD capability would help address the largest
temporal gaps in observations that rely on the sun (Eck
et al. 2009; Stone et al. 2008; Tomasi et al. 2007). Such
data would also be expected to contribute to aerosol
transport modeling efforts, either by assimilation or in
validation studies. Furthermore, lidar programs such as
CALIPSO (Winker et al. 2007) and NASA’s Micropulse
lidar Network (MPLNET; Welton et al. 2001) generate
aerosol lidar data products that depend on underlying
assumptions associated with the extinction-to-backscatter
ratio for aerosol layers. Nighttime columnar AOD
input for these programs would provide an additional
constraint that could be used to improve nighttime aerosol backscatter and extinction data products.
Research groups have previously pursued groundbased photometers relying on passive measurements of
the moon and stars as a means to obtain nighttime
AODs (Herber et al. 2002; Esposito et al. 1998; PérezRamı́rez et al. 2008). Early studies favored stellar over
lunar measurements because of the challenges of using
the moon as a light source, despite the added size, expense, and complexity of the large-aperture instrumentation needed to collect sufficient starlight. Although
proven to be effective at determining nighttime AODs,
stellar measurements are still limited in use, and no largescale network has emerged comparable to AERONET
in its automation and widespread locations around the
globe. While the moon’s photometric properties are
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FIG. 1. Nominal range in lunar spectral irradiance (gray region)
at the surface of Earth for full moon to quarter phase (0.5 disk
illumination).

virtually invariant (,1028 yr21; Kieffer 1997), the changing lunar brightness due to phase, the lunar librations,
spatial nonuniformity, and non-Lambertian reflectance
properties presents complexities in the radiant energy seen
from Earth (Kieffer and Wildey 1996). However, provided
the availability of such determinations, the significantly greater lunar brightness offers the potential to
use small-aperture, simple photometers for nighttime
AOD retrievals.

2. General approach
The plot in Fig. 1 displays a nominal range in values
for lunar exoatmospheric irradiance between the first
and third quarter (6908 lunar phase from full) received
at Earth’s location. Although this range is from ;1025 to
1026 the irradiance of the sun, it is more than four orders
of magnitude greater that the brightest star, Sirius. For a
1-cm-diameter aperture, a 10-nm spectral bandwidth in
the visible range (0.4–1.0 mm), 0.5 atmospheric optical
transmission, and 0.1 detector quantum efficiency, the
photodetected power would be greater than 10211 W,
more than three orders of magnitude above conventional silicon photodiode noise-equivalent power detection
limits (Ohno 1997). Thus small-aperture photometric measurements of the moon for AOD retrievals can be realistically achieved consistent with existing AERONET
infrastructure and methodology for long-term aerosol
observations.
The method employed here obtains the lunar source
intensity from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
program for lunar calibration, known as the Robotic
Lunar Observatory (ROLO). ROLO is a NASA-funded
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program to provide the moon for on-orbit calibration
of Earth Observing System (EOS) satellite instruments.
To accomplish this, ROLO has developed a model for
the lunar spectral irradiance (Kieffer and Stone 2005)
based on extensive telescopic observations acquired over
more than 8 yr. The ROLO model output has a relative
precision of 1% or better over its full valid range of phase
angles, eclipse to 908. The lunar calibration system provides the irradiance of the moon for the precise time and
location of a spacecraft instrument, in the instrument’s
spectral bands. This same capability can provide the topof-atmosphere lunar irradiance at the location of a
ground-based instrument. The current AOD study represents the first time the ROLO system has been used in
this way.
Figure 2 displays the conceptual block diagram of the
approach to retrieve AODs. After initial setup to establish the lunar source spectral interpolation to the
photometer instrument bands, the ROLO system accepts inputs of geolocation (J2000 coordinates) and
instrument-measured irradiance, in user-prepared formatted ASCII files. Processing these input files and
generating model results is done interactively at USGS,
although a Web services interface is under development.
Nonetheless, the turnaround of results is rapid. Along
with details of the lunar observation geometry, the
ROLO system reports the percent difference between
the instrument-measured and model-predicted irradiance for each band. For a ground-based instrument, this
corresponds to the atmospheric transmission loss, which
can be converted to a zenith optical depth by accounting
for the air mass during an observation.

3. Calibration and AOD calculation
Although not intended for lunar observations, the
photometer used in this demonstration is a standard
Cimel Electronic sunphotometer (Model CE-318), with
;10 nm wide spectral passbands at 440, 500, 675, 870,
937, 1020, and 1246 nm. The 1246-nm filter channel uses
an InGaAs detector while the other channels rely on
a separate silicon detector. Both silicon and InGaAs
detector channels are coaligned and each have a fullangle field of view (FOV) corresponding to 1.28. An
internal filter wheel allows automated rotation through
multiple spectral filters to obtain multiwavelength measurements. This model sensor and the channel wavelengths are the same as utilized in AERONET, and they
have a robust operational history and known calibration
performance. There are three gain modes for the photodiode circuit that allow for direct sun, and two additional
(higher gain) settings for sky brightness, which are utilized
for aureole and almucantar measurements for higher-level

microphysical retrievals. For lunar measurements in this
work, the highest gain setting was used, corresponding
to sky radiance measurements (away from sun) used for
daytime operations, and corresponding to ;4 3 103 increased gain over the direct sun gain setting.
The lunar irradiance El for a given measurement was
calculated from raw detector signal Vl by
El 5 kl (Vl 2 Dl ),

(1)

where kl is the calibration coefficient and Dl is the
contribution from background and detector dark signal,
with l representing a particular spectral passband. The
values for kl can be determined from different calibration techniques, either by the Langley method, crosscalibration with an existing reference sensor, or by
a laboratory-based integrating sphere calibration. For
this study, initial calibration values were estimated from
a standard AERONET procedure for photometer radiance calibration using a laboratory-based integrating
sphere. As a result, coefficients kl were calculated from
kl 5 Ll V,

(2)

where Ll values are photometer radiance responsivity in
mW (V sr nm m2)21 and V is the solid angle of 0.34 3
1023 sr, corresponding to the photometer field of view as
reported by the manufacturer. The laboratory-based
calibration procedure provides radiance (Ll) values to
65% accuracy. The approach is nonideal because of instrumental factors in the radiance–irradiance conversion,
but nevertheless provides a useful first estimate of the
photometer responsivity. In the future, this initial calibration could be refined with a more formal mountaintop
Langley calibration following standard AERONET
methodology, or collocated stellar reference measurement. In addition, the 937-nm channel for water vapor
and a 1246-nm channel (from the InGaAs detector) were
not calibrated directly from the sphere, since this required a nonstandard read-out sequence that was not
available at the time of calibration. Nominal values for
these two channels were estimated from typical characteristic responses known for this type of photometer.
Table 1 displays the kl values used for each of the photometer wavelength channels. During lunar observations,
background Dl values are determined by recording sky
measurements tipped 48 away from the moon immediately after recording Vl signals aligned to the moon.
Once El values are calculated from (1) for a given
series of nighttime measurements, exchange input files
were prepared for ROLO model input. The ROLO
algorithm calculates the expected lunar irradiance
E9l for each of the observations (free of atmospheric
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FIG. 2. Block diagram for the generation of nighttime AOD using the USGS ROLO model.

attenuation). These calculations included input parameters of the manufacturer-supplied spectral band transmittance curves for each the sensor bandpass filters. The
ROLO output reports the percent difference between the
user-supplied surface El measurements and the modelgenerated E9l:
R% 5 100(El -- E9l )/E9l .

(3)

"

m5
cos(QZ ) 1

(4)

noting that R% values are negative values yielding transmittance values less than 1.
Of interest here is the calculation of aerosol optical
depths for all filter channels for each of the surface observations. In simplified form, the atmosphere transmittance
is given by the well-known Beer–Lambert–Bouger law,
El /E9l 5 exp[2(t a 1 tr )m],

(5)

where for each channel ta and t r are the spectral aerosol
and Rayleigh optical depths, respectively, and m is the
relative air mass determined from the lunar zenith angle
Qz utilizing the Kasten and Young (1989) formalism,
repeated here for convenience:

0:505 720

#.

(6)

(96:079 950 2 QZ )1:636 40

Equating (4) and (5) and solving for t a, the aerosol optical depth for a given filter channel was directly calculated from ROLO return R% values by


R
ln 1 1 %
100
2 tr ,
ta 5
2m

Rearranging in terms of fractional atmosphere transmittance, this becomes
El /E9l 5 1 1 R% /100,

1

(7)

where values for the contribution of Rayleigh optical
depth t r were obtained from prior work (Bucholtz 1995)
based on standard midlatitude atmosphere criteria. For
TABLE 1. Calibration values (65% accuracy) used to calculate
irradiance from raw signal voltages.
ch l (nm)

kl [mW (V sr nm m2)21]

440
500
675
870
937
1020
1246

0.042
0.021
0.015
0.014
0.017*
0.020
0.0092*

* Values not from integrating sphere calibration.
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870-nm and longer wavelengths, it is assumed t r 5 0.
Additionally, attenuation due to molecular absorption
(i.e., ozone, NO2) was neglected in these calculations, as it
has a relatively small effect ,0.015 AOD (Eck et al. 1999).

4. Photometer setup and operation
The Cimel photometer was set up on the rooftop of
the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC)
physics building located in Baltimore, Maryland (39.258N,
76.718W) for automated measurements of lunar irradiance. This site was attractive because of the clear line of
sight to the horizon, and is host to a variety of atmospheric instruments supported by the UMBC Monitoring
of Atmospheric Pollution (UMAP) program, including
a Cimel sunphotometer participating in AERONET and
a micropulse lidar system participating in MPLNET, in
addition to a variety of aerosol surface characterization
instruments. The standard commercial control interface
box for the Cimel-318 photometer contains a firmware
system that automatically tracks the sun and records
measurements. To enable customization for lunar tracking and measurements, the sensor head was mounted to
a two-axis motor stage that provided 0.018 high-precision
control in both elevation and azimuth. Both the sensor
head and the motor stage were interfaced to a laptop
computer in environmental housing adjacent to the sensor that enabled automatic control over serial links using
a custom software algorithm written in Python programming language.
For normal sun operations, the Cimel photometer first
points to the approximate location of the sun and then
utilizes a quadrant-tracking detector to optimize alignment for a maximum signal to center the instrument’s
field of view. In this study the quadrant sensor was not
used because of insufficient gain for reliable lunar
tracking, and instead a custom alignment algorithm was
developed using a wideband signal available from one of
the photometer filter wheel positions. The first step of
the alignment algorithm utilized a lookup table of topocentric azimuth and elevation coordinates generated
from the U.S. Naval Observatory Multiyear Interactive
Computer Almanac (MICA) to provide a rough orientation of the sensor view angle to the moon. The second
stage of the procedure sweeps the sensor-pointing angle
over a sky circular area of 38 radius to find the maximum
signal location. The circle sweep area progressively decreases in size with a final tuning of the position in 0.018
steps, a process that takes approximately 35 s. After finalizing to the maximum signal position, the photometer
is momentarily pointed 48 away to obtain a background
measurement. If the maximum signal meets a minimum
raw signal threshold and is 3 times greater than the

background level, the new coordinate location is accepted as a valid alignment and raw data for all filter
passbands are recorded.
To verify the functionality of the alignment algorithm,
a laboratory benchtest was conducted to evaluate the
angular repeatability of the procedure. The statistical
results from a random trial of 20 alignment procedures
were recorded for a small diameter lamp source that was
placed at a distance (;1 m) away from the photometer
to mimic the 0.58 angular size extent of the moon.
Randomly generated angles between 228 and 28 were
applied to the azimuth and elevation motor positions prior
to each run. The resultant standard deviation in azimuth
and elevation from this trial were 0.0268 and 0.0248, respectively. These deviations are about 2 times larger than
the motor step resolution of 0.0138, and ;1/40 the size
of the FOV of the instrument. These findings were
generally found to be consistent with short-term variability recorded during observations with respect to
MICA predictions, indicating the alignment procedure
was working effectively.
The software developed for this study provided fully
automatic control of the motor position, photometer
alignment, and multiwavelength measurements. A custom graphical user interface allowed for the real-time
lookup of sun and moon positions, manual setup and test
procedures, and parameter entry for measurement frequency during automated measurements. In automated
mode, observation start and stop times were obtained
from a predetermined multimonth schedule file generated from MICA-predicted coordinates for the sun and
moon. The system automatically switched photodetector
gain as needed between sun and moon observations,
utilizing the same alignment and multiwavelength recording procedure for both day and night. Motor position
offsets relative to the expected MICA azimuth and elevation were recorded for each alignment, along with
alignment stability statistics, background measurements,
and other system housekeeping information. Initial automated data collection testing started in December 2009,
with software improvements implemented in February
2010 providing automated measurements on various
evenings through July 2010. From the photometer dataset, two representative cases are described in detail here
to illustrate AOD retrievals under low- and high-AOD
conditions.

5. Results
a. 1 February low-AOD case study
The first case examined lunar data obtained on the
morning of 1 February 2010 for a waning moon with
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FIG. 3. (top) Normalized relative backscatter lidar data, (middle)
sun and moon elevations, and (bottom) multiwavelength lunar irradiance measurements.

;0.9 fractional disk illumination. This segment was selected because of relatively stable atmospheric conditions that occurred between the day/night transition, and
provided the best Langley calibration opportunity in the
data obtained to date. Data from the collocated micropulse lidar system provided MPLNET level-1.0 normalized relative backscatter (NRB) intensity profiles for
the qualitative assessment of aerosol and cloud features
during the course of measurements. Figure 3 displays
the NRB image at 527-nm wavelength from the MPL
system before, during, and after lunar measurements,
along with sun and moon elevation angles, and the multiwavelength raw signal magnitudes from the photometer.
Automated measurements included both the sun and
moon raw-signal magnitudes as shown, with each data
point representing the mean of four concurrent 150-ms
time measurements in series to provide a total 600-ms
time-averaged value for each wavelength band. The lidar
data indicate that relatively stable, cloud-free sky conditions existed prior to sunset on 31 January, and continued
through the 1 February moonrise, with cirrus clouds appearing later in the morning just before sunrise. The
photometer observations for all wavelengths were collected on a 10-min interval for the sun and moon. Even
with the detector gain increase of 4000 when using the sky
gain setting for the moon, the raw digital values from the
photometer are about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the sun, consistent with expected relative change in
irradiance levels. During sunset and moonrise, the increased attenuation due to air mass is apparent and can
be distinctly resolved for all wavelengths. The signal

FIG. 4. (top) Data segment selected for Langley analysis with air
mass and (bottom) return calculations from ROLO processing
reporting the percent transmission loss for each of the photometer
wavelengths.

behavior remains relatively stable after moonrise until
later in the day when cirrus clouds appear over the site,
causing temporal variability in the recorded photometer
signal magnitudes.
Using the calibration coefficients from Table 1,
1 February raw lunar data were converted to irradiance
values E, from which ROLO ingest files were generated.
Values returned from ROLO provided the percent difference from model predictions to measured irradiance
at the surface, 100(El 2 E9l)/E9l, representing the loss
due to the atmosphere. Figure 4 shows a subset of data
between 0121 and 0429 UTC when the lunar air mass
ranged from 7 to 1.5. This segment was selected for
Langley analysis and is displayed in Fig. 5, with the linear regression slopes yielding the atmosphere total optical depth (t m 1 t p) and the y-axis intercepts ideally
being zero (where E/E0 5 1), indicating closure on the
exoatmosphere lunar irradiance. Error in the y intercepts ranged from 0.071 to 20.057, with the greatest
deviations exhibited by the 440- (0.071) and 1020-nm
channels (20.057). The 1020-nm channel for these systems exhibits a temperature dependence due to the
long-wavelength cutoff response that was not available
for this specific photometer and requires temperature
chamber testing. Results presented here include a representative correction (0.3% 8C21 in irradiance) based
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FIG. 5. Langley analysis of the 1 Feb data from Fig. 4, with linear
regression fits (solid lines) to independently determine optical
depths.

on composite data from several systems that underwent
thermal chamber characterization and the temperature
values as reported by the Cimel sensor during observations. The remaining channel intercept differences were
0.03 or less, which is consistent with the known absolute
error from integrating sphere calibration. Additionally,
this particular Langley analysis occurred in nonideal
atmospheric conditions, as AERONET calibrations are
normally conducted at a high-altitude mountaintop facility in the free troposphere, to reduce corruption by
aerosol temporal instabilities. Nevertheless, these results are useful for an initial assessment, as the Langley
data could be used to reduce further absolute errors
associated with residual bias from the initial calibration.
Figure 6 compares the calculated AODs obtained
from Langley analysis, the calculated mean AOD from
(7) using direct lunar measurements during the same time
interval as the Langley analysis, and solar-determined
AOD measurements from AERONET (1.5-level data)
from an independent collocated photometer. The
AERONET sun data are mean values for the last hour
of observations that ended ;3.5 h prior to the lunar
observations. During this time, the lidar data indicate
relatively stable atmospheric conditions, thus sun data
taken 3.5 h prior provide an additional reference point
for comparisons. The error bars for the direct lunar
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FIG. 6. Multiwavelength AOD determinations from 1 Feb data
segment, comparing direct ROLO return calculations (circles),
Langley analysis (squares), and sunphotometer-reported values
(triangles) 4 h prior to the lunar data segment (mean values of last
hour of available sun data).

AOD values (ROLO) represent the 5% absolute radiance corresponding to the laboratory-based integrating
sphere calibration, the lunar Langley analysis errors
were obtained from the slope uncertainties from the
regression analysis, and sunphotometer AOD error bars
represent maximum calibration error expected for
AERONET level-1.5 data (Eck et al. 1999). AODs show
general agreement with the characteristic decline in attenuation with increasing wavelength although both the
direct and Langley-retrieved AODs from the moon
have a high bias relative to the daytime AERONET
observations. Contributions from NO2 and O3 absorption were not specifically corrected in this initial demonstration, and would be expected to contribute to the
slight high bias seen in the results. The discrepancies
between lunar Langley and ROLO results are of the
order of those between lunar Langley and AERONET.
The exact cause of these discrepancies cannot be determined from this study, but they are not surprising
given the calibration limitations of this initial work.

b. 31 May pollution event—high-AOD case study
On 31 May 2010, a significant increase in aerosol entered the region at night that resulted in the U.S.
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Environmental Protection Agency issuing code orange
(unhealthy for sensitive groups) to red (unhealthy)
warnings for the Northeast for the following days. This
aerosol event was attributed to a combination of pollution from the Midwest and smoke transported from
Quebec, Canada, forest fires to the north. A waning
moon with a disk illuminated fraction of 0.9 enabled
lunar measurements to be recorded during this event,
capturing the nocturnal AOD transition. Figure 7 displays the 527-nm NRB intensity from the lidar, the
AERONET level-1.5 sunphotometer data before and
after the nighttime transient, and AODs derived from
lunar measurements (taken at 2-min intervals) using the
same calibration and methodology as the low-AOD case
study. Because of noise levels, the lunar data are fitted
with a 5-point boxcar smoothing average (solid lines) to
better reveal the signal trend. Also displayed are the
AOD standard deviations propagated from recorded
irradiance uncertainties during measurements for each
of the lunar observations, similarly fitted with a 5-point
boxcar average. The lidar backscatter data provide
height and temporal features of the aerosol intensification, during and in between the sun and lunar observations, although only at the single wavelength of 527 nm.
As can be seen in the level-1.5 AERONET results, low
AODs (,0.1 at 440 nm) just prior to sunset occurred the
day before, and high AOD (;0.5 at 440 nm) just after
sunrise on 31 May. Lunar data collection started ;4 h
after the last available sun data on 30 May and stopped
;1 h prior to the next available sun data on the following
day, 31 May. The lunar AOD values in between the sun
observations captured the aerosol intensification, qualitatively consistent with the increase in aerosols as seen by
the lidar. However, the 440-nm channel exhibited a falsehigh artifact during the first hour (0400–0500 UTC), when
atmospheric attenuation exceeded 80% because of high
air mass at the beginning of moonrise. AOD uncertainties
during these observations were propagated from the
measured irradiance standard deviations resulting from
the dark noise limit of the post-photodiode electronics.
For this case, this translated to the 440-nm channel exhibiting a mean AOD standard deviation of 0.2, with the
remaining longer wavelength channels having a significantly better performance ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 AOD.
Because of the aerosol dynamics, Langley analysis is
not possible in this case as an independent assessment of
calibration. The closest night/day cross-comparison
reference points occur at the end of lunar measurements
(0918 UTC) and the start of solar measurements 1.5 h
later. The 15-min mean solar and lunar AODs closest in
time to this night/day transition are displayed as a correlation plot in Fig. 8. The values span from 0.1 to 0.5
with the lower AODs corresponding to the longer
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FIG. 7. High-AOD case on 31 May, with (top) lidar normalized
relative backscatter profiles, (bottom) sun (1) and lunar (o) AOD
values, and (middle) lunar AOD standard deviations. Because of
noise levels, lunar data are fitted with a 5-point boxcar smoothing
function (solid lines) to better reveal the aerosol trend.

wavelengths. Also included are the data from the
1 February (low-AOD case) day/night transition that
span over a much smaller and lower AOD range. As can
be seen, lunar-derived AODs tend to exhibit a high bias
relative to sun data that is more pronounced at the longer
wavelength channels. These residual calibration differences would need to be addressed in a more extensive
calibration study, ideally following well-established highaltitude Langley analysis procedures over a range of lunar
phase angles, to extend this initial work toward broader
use within AERONET.

6. Discussion and conclusions
Despite the inherent complexities in using lunar irradiance for nighttime measurements of AOD, it is possible
to obtain nighttime AOD using a small-aperture photometer similar to those used in AERONET. This was
enabled by the use of the USGS ROLO model to provide
high-precision lunar irradiance for a fixed ground-based
location, and when combined with ground-based photometer measurements, atmospheric columnar multiwavelength AODs were obtained for the first time using
this approach. While this initial demonstration relied on
an unmodified Cimel sunphotometer never designed for
lunar measurements, automated lunar alignment and
measurements were nevertheless achieved for near-full
moon conditions over a range of AODs when using the
sky gain setting of the photometer.
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FIG. 8. Correlation plot of AOD lunar values closest in time to
AOD solar values for 31 May high-AOD case (triangles) and 1 Feb
low-AOD case (circles).

The data collected in this study provide a limited examination of the approach because of larger than desired (65%) systematic error in the laboratory-based
calibration for this work. ROLO provides ,1% irradiance precision and repeatability that is sufficient for
desired AOD performance goals; however, residual
systematic offset differences between ROLO and instrument irradiance values would need to be further
evaluated. This could be accomplished with measurements in the free troposphere at the Mauna Loa calibration facility routinely used by AERONET, which
would provide additional Langley analysis opportunities
and enable closure with ROLO irradiances. Similarly,
collocated stellar reference measurements could also be
used to identify systematic differences and further validate the methodology of this technique. In either approach,
it would be desirable to evaluate systematic differences
over a range of lunar phase conditions that are not available in this initial study.
A key limitation in this study was electronic noise of
the sensor circuit, and does not represent a fundamental
noise limit of silicon photodiode detection capabilities.
To improve performance, an increase in signal-to-noise
by a factor of 10–100 is desired to extend detection capabilities to more closely reach standard AERONET
performance over the bright half of lunar phase angles
(6908 about full) for a range of AODs and air masses
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needed for broad application. With the random noise
and systematic uncertainties reduced below 1% irradiance, this method would then approach the precision
limit of the ROLO model output. When factoring in the
lunar phase covered by ROLO, viewing geometries, and
solar background, an observational frequency of 30%–
40% is estimated as compared to solar observations on
an annual basis. The seasonal day/night extent becomes
more pronounced for higher latitudes, increasing lunar
observations for winter and reducing them for summer.
As with solar AOD determinations, the number of
observations for a given time interval would be reduced
by the cloud fraction for a given site. For this study, we
avoided using cloud-contaminated data for aerosol
analysis since collocated lidar data were available. In a
future implementation, AERONET cloud screening procedures would be applied to the nighttime data to avoid
contamination of AOD data. Even with AERONET
screening, it is still possible that some residual contamination could occur in cases such as stable thin cirrus
layers not recognized by automated procedures. In these
circumstances, more sophisticated algorithms would
need to be employed to reduce these effects and a future
study is planned with collocated lidar measurements to
help identify such influences.
Although this approach has fewer observations compared to one using the sun, it is the closest in compatibility for existing AERONET infrastructure and can be
applied to other ground-based sensors utilizing the
moon for atmospheric and astronomy studies. In addition, lidar data streams from CALIPSO and MPLNET
depend on instrument calibrations and underlying assumptions associated with the extinction-to-backscatter
ratio to produce quantitative aerosol data. This additional
columnar AOD capability provides input to help further
improve lidar retrievals at nighttime, when signal-to-noise
performance is at an optimum. By utilizing existing
AERONET infrastructure, the extension to nighttime
AOD measurements is expected to provide a range of
useful benefits to aerosol studies, modeling efforts, and
satellite retrievals. Since the initiation of this study, the
photometer manufacturer, Cimel Electronique, is currently pursuing an improved sensor version that would
enable automatic lunar tracking via the sunphotometer’s
built-in quadrant detector and improved signal output for
use with the moon.
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